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RETROSPECTIVE

CLIFF JOHNSON
or a man whose passion is
the creation of cryptic
puzzles, Cliff Johnson’s
own logic seems
somewhat skewed. Speak to any
game designer and you’ll no doubt
discover that a bit of praise from
those who play their games is all the
thanks they need. A pat on the back,
a smile and a compliment – it’s not
much, but it helps. In Johnson’s
case though, he only asks for three
simple words; words that convey
every emotion felt by his followers,
which let him know exactly how
they feel about him and his
creations. Those words? I. Hate. You.
“What better compliment could I
ask for?” says Johnson, grinning.
“When people gleefully declare that
they hate me, that also means
they’ve solved each and every
puzzle in the game, that they’ve
seen through all my little tricks and
misdirections, no matter how long it
took, and they beat me. I find no joy
in frustrating people. I want people
to solve my games. I want people to
have a good time.”
Johnson’s attempts to ensure
that people ‘enjoy themselves’ span
nearly two decades and in that time
he’s garnered a reputation as a
wrecker of lives, homes and brains.
To think him a wicked man because
of this, however, would be incredibly
unfair as, after all, it’s all done in the
name of fun. His games might
create the impression of an evil
genius toying with our minds but in
truth he’s a puzzlesmith, a cerebral
tormentor and a storyteller all rolled
into one; the kind of person, in fact,
for whom the task of creating
videogames was invented.
Interestingly, Johnson’s early
ambitions lay not in videogames but
in cinema. After his teenage years
working with Super 8 he spent three
years at the University of Southern
California’s School of Cinema and
Television as a teaching assistant in
film animation. He followed this by
directing and producing corporate
educational films – not as interesting
as it sounds, by his own admission
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interviewed by MARTIN MATHERS

He’s made films, built monsters and
even created a book with David Blaine,
but ultimately all Cliff Johnson wants to
do is satisfy his true believers. Thinking
hats on, we locked brains with one of
gaming’s most devious minds and came
off slightly the worse for wear…
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– and it wasn’t until he was 32 that
Johnson decided to turn to
videogames rather than film to
express his visions.
“I was one of ‘the rest of us’ who
needed a user-friendly interface to
coax me, kicking and screaming,
into the computer age,” he admits.
The result, which came about two
years and several credit card
‘business loans’ later, was The Fool’s
Errand – a game that, despite being
unlike anything seen before, was a
reworking of a project Johnson had
started four years earlier.
“I originally created The Fool’s
Errand as a homemade puzzle book
to be solved in a few sittings,” he
recalls. “My effort was a direct
counterpoint to the treasure book
Masquerade by Kit Williams, which
both fascinated and frustrated me; I
liked the idea of combining fantasy,
story, art and puzzles, but I disliked
the idea that, due to the valuable
prize on offer, the puzzle was nigh
impossible to solve.”
Of course, despite Johnson’s
determination to create something
simpler, there was nothing
straightforward about The Fool’s
Errand simply because of its
uniqueness in the world of
videogames. Inspired by the 1973
whodunit The Last Of Sheila (in
which invited guests played games
every night in order to uncover
clues to a great puzzle… at least
until their host is murdered),
Johnson’s game was the first
videogame example of a
metapuzzle – one gigantic puzzle
made up of many smaller ones.
Not surprisingly, the
development was arduous, with
Johnson comparing it to being “like
Sisyphus forever rolling the boulder
up a hill in Hades” but its unique
gameplay and visual style,
consisting of silhouette illustrations
inspired by the 1926 movie The
Adventures Of Prince Achmed,
ensured its publication, if not its
success until several years later.
One mountain overcome, the
floodgates opened; as The Fool’s
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SOFTOGRAPHY
There’s enough puzzling here to make you pull out your hair and then destroy the replacement toupee.

▼

Errand gained popularity, other
puzzle titles such as At The Carnival
(a reminiscence of Johnson’s time
building monsters for theme parks
in his early twenties) and 3 In Three
appeared within two years. Despite
all three – and, indeed, many of his
later titles – focusing on similarly
fiendish puzzles, it’s not the creation
of these that pleases Johnson the
most. “I equally enjoy every aspect
of the production process,” he
admits. “What fascinates me most
in life is mythology, that grand
predilection of humans to organise
the world into fantastic schemes of
legends, heroes and artistry. My
games spring from mythology
whether it be Tarot cards, the Greek
Gods or a world of numbers and
letters inside a computer. The

none too difficult in and of itself,”
Johnson insists. “I’m more interested
in creating a winding path of puzzles
with a sense of rhythm and flow
rather than in creating high brick
walls and Mount Everests. I want,
whenever a player sits down to play,
for that person to feel like they’ve
accomplished something every 20
minutes or so. To my way of thinking,
puzzles are another element of
storytelling and every good book
ought to give its reader a chance to
bookmark the page and turn off the
light with a satisfied grin.”
Having gone from independent
developer to a senior producer at
Phillips during its CD-i period, then
to a consultant for a variety of
publishing companies (Interplay,
Warner Bros. Online, Disney Online),

“I ENJOY EVERY ASPECT OF THE
PRODUCTION PROCESS, BUT I
HAVE FAR MORE IDEAS THAN I’LL
EVER HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO EXPLORE”
puzzles are my unique contribution
to that gestalt.”
And clearly, puzzles are what
cause people to flock to Johnson’s
cause. His fans, or True Believers as
he fondly refers to them, rabidly try
their hand at anything he creates,
from the annual April Fool’s Day
treasure hunts that appear on his
website – www.fools-errand.com –
to the Masquerade-style book
Johnson created in conjunction with
master illusionist David Blaine (“The
prize was $100,000 and nobody
wanted the book to be solved in the
first week of publication – how do
you create a puzzle evident enough
to be noticed but obscure enough
not to be noticed?” he muses).
Conversely, the thing he keeps
foremost in his mind when devising
his works are those who will
ultimately try to solve them. “When it
comes to creating puzzles, I favour
having a wide variety of challenges,

Johnson is now back to doing what
he does best: making puzzle games,
or more specifically, making games
about his Fool. “I’d always
envisioned a trilogy – The Fool’s
Errand, The Fool And His Money,
and The Fool’s Paradise – but my
timing was a bit off, that’s all,” he
says.
Due for release at the end of
November following various delays,
The Fool And His Money can be preordered from fools-errand.com,
where newcomers to his titles can
also download his original trio of
titles for free. “I’m self-publishing
this game,” he confesses, “so I need
to gather my audience again. One
person wrote ‘You’re the only fool I’ll
gladly suffer’, and I think that says
everything; the general feeling is
that the sequel is still worth waiting
for, though many have remarked on
the irony of pre-ordering a game
called The Fool And His Money…”

Although the list of titles Cliff Johnson has worked on isn’t exactly
lengthy, the games’ reputation (particularly the earlier works) more than
make up for their scarcity…

Programmer
The Fool’s Errand (Macintosh) ............................1987
At The Carnival (Macintosh) ................................1989
3 In Three (Macintosh) ..........................................1991
Disney’s Cartoon Arcade (Phillips CD-i) ............1991
Hanna-Barbera’s Cartoon Carnival
(Phillips CD-i)............................................................1993
Merlin’s Apprentice (Phillips CD-i) ......................1994
Labyrinth Of Crete (Phillips CD-i) ........................1995
Disney’s The Hunt For The Lost Toy (n/a) ........1997
David Blaine’s $100,000 Challenge (n/a) .......... 2003
The Fool And His Money (PC/Macintosh)........2005

▼ At The Carnival brought a big
dollop of colour to puzzling.

▼

Only people with a brain the
size of a planet should try this.
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